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EYEPARTNER RELEASES A TRUE
LIVE H.264 HD BROADCASTER
Marathon, Florida – June 23rd, 2009
Eyepartner Inc., the developers of such streaming video solutions as BlinkoTV, Streaming BASE and
TikiLIVE have now released a new H.264 HD broadcaster. The new H.264 HD broadcaster was
designed with the purpose of allowing any user to broadcast a high quality H.264 HD stream with
minimal hardware.
The broadcaster is able to broadcast in true 420p 720p and 1080i all at 30 or 60 frames per second.
The amazing feature of the broadcaster is that it only requires a regular broadband connection to
broadcast. A viewer can watch the broadcast via a flash based player from either a TikiLIVE solution
or the BlinkoTV solution. To see a test broadcast of this solution, please go to www.blinkotv.com
and click on one of the H.264 HD channels.
Many other companies claim they can broadcast in H.264 HD, but Eyepartner guarantees its
software is the simplest and requires the least amount of hardware to use. Eyepartner has done
away with proprietary hardware such as encoders and made the solution software based. The only
hardware required to broadcast with Eyepartner’s HD broadcaster is a capture card, Dual Core
(Quad Core PC required full 1080HD), a HD video source, and a broadband internet connection of
500Kbs to 1Mbs.
Up until now, the average person was unable to economically broadcast in H.264 HD. Other
technologies required the user to purchase encoders and special internet connections which would
cost thousands of dollars and would become obsolete within a few years. Now all of the encoding
is done on Eyepartner’s servers at an offsite location which remain up to date forever.
Eyepartner currently has a patent pending on the H.264 HD Broadcaster.
For more information regarding this topic, please contact: Tim Green
Corporate Office: (305) 289.4557
Website: www.eyepartner.com
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